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General:

This paper describes tandem measurements of particle composition and particle hy-
groscopicity using an HTDMA and an ATOFMS. This paper then suggests that the
particle mass spectrum can be used to determine the growth factor. While the HT-
DMA/ATOFMS work is interesting on it’s own, I have several reservations about the
use of mass spectra to predict the growth factor in this work that must be addressed
before the work can be considered for publication.
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Major Comments:

1. The authors claim that they can predict the growth factor from the mass spectra, but
they mainly just showed associations between particle types and growth factors, not
that the spectra provide a degree of predictability.

2. The authors also did not explore whether ion peak areas such as sulfates and
nitrates, which are critical for particle water uptake, were better predictors of growth
factors than the particle types themselves.

3. This paper is missing critical information about how the ATOFMS data was treated
and analyzed and what criteria were used to assign particle types and ascribe a growth
factor.

4. I don’t understand the authors’ claim regarding particle effective density as a pre-
dictor for particle hygroscopicity. Can the authors show a theoretical reason for such a
claim?

Specific Comments:

Abstract:

1. Lines 31-32: The authors need to explain why the higher effective density correlates
with the hygroscopicity.

2. Lines 32-34: The authors need to revise this statement or revise their work to show
a degree of predictability of the GF was achieved.

3. Lines 37-39: I don’t understand this claim that back-trajectory analysis is consistent
with particle hygroscopicity. The authors need to clarify this statement.

Introduction:

1. Lines 47-49: This sentence is very vague. The authors should discuss heteroge-
neous and multiphase reactions that would affect particle hygroscopicity.
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2. While the coupling of techniques was discussed, the authors need to add discussion
of growth factors observed in ambient environments and what has been learned about
how composition drives hygroscopicity in tandem experiments.

Methods:

1. The data analysis methods for the ATOFMS measurements are missing yet are
a critical component of this work. What clustering method was used? Art2a? What
vigilance factor, learning rate, and number of iterations were used? How were particle
types assigned?

2. What size range did the ATOFMS hit particles? Usually 250 nm is on the lower end
of what the instrument can see for certain inlet configurations, what is the detection
efficiency of the ATOFMS at this lower size?

3. What were the hit rates for the different growth factors? This will be important for
assessing how representative the observed particles are of each growth factor.

4. Lines 166-167; Lines 191-194: the authors mentioning assigning a GF for ambient
particles that match particles observed during HTDMA-ATOFMS spectra. What was
the criteria for matching particles and assessing their similarity? Was a threshold dot
product used to assess similarity as was done for prior ATOFMS studies (e.g., [Pratt
and Prather, 2009]).

5. Lines 171-174: I have not heard of treating ATOFMS data this way. It is well-known
that the instrument is sensitive to ionization potential energies ([Gross et al., 2000]) and
usually relative intensities are used to work with such spectra. The authors’ method
of arbitrarily reducing the intensity of metals so that organics are relatively enhanced
requires significant justification.

6. The authors used candidate particle types to explain hygroscopicity, but did they
ever simply compare sulfate and nitrate peak areas to the growth factor data to see if
those soluble compounds could explain their results better than different particle types?
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Results:

1. The particle statistics mentioned in Section 3.1.1 are really hard to follow and put
into context. I suggest just keeping this section focused on particle types, then moving
Section 3.2.1 up and providing better statistics for the particle types that contributed
to each growth factor including a description of the percentage of each particle type
observed for each growth factor and what the hit rates were on the ATOFMS for each
growth factor.

2. Line 207: add the following references for ATOFMS detection of biomass burning
aerosol: [Pratt et al., 2010; Zauscher et al., 2013].

3. Lines 214-215 describing EC particles require a reference to prior work [Ault et al.,
2010; Spencer et al., 2006; Toner et al., 2008].

4. Line 217: define NH and MH.

5. Lines 223-225: I suggest adding Figure S2 to the main text. 6. Lines 226-227:
please add [Ault et al., 2011; Gaston et al., 2017; Sullivan et al., 2007].

7. I suggest also adding Figure S3 to the main text.

8. Lines 255-257: there are other ATOFMS studies showing ammonium/OC particles
associated with agricultural emissions [Qin et al., 2012]. The authors should also con-
sider that source for their observations.

9. Lines 260-261: aging does not always translate to high hygroscopicity.

10. Line 275: please also cite [Pratt and Prather, 2009]

11. Line 282-283: please site [Gaston et al., 2011]

12. The authors mention that only a few sea salt particles were observed, yet this was
the only particle type where a through investigation linking the particle composition to
the GF was performed. Why was this type of analysis or discussion not included for
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other particle types?

13. Lines 301-302: please cite [Gaston et al., 2011; Prather et al., 2013]

14. Lines 306-307: please cite [Gaston et al., 2018] who found a similar result using
ATOFMS data.

15. I had a hard time following lines 305-310, the authors need to clarify whether aged
sodium nitrate contributed to the lower GF or whether other factors were responsible.

16. Section 3.1.2 seems out of place. While it is an interesting finding that the effective
density showed a trend with the GF, the authors need to explain this finding a bit more.

17. Section 3.2.1 needs some statistics to show that the authors can predict the GF
from the spectra alone.

18. Lines 441-442: this suggests that the authors should try comparing their GF data
to peak area intensities of sulfate and nitrate.
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